ABOUT US
We , at Techwedge Software Solutions, are a bunch
of enthusiastic & experienced IT professionals eager
to bridge the IT needs of our client with the state
of-art technology that the software world has to
offer. Our team's collective domain experience is
100+ years.
We have our products in the education, retail and
medical domains. We also deliver services as
turn-key projects and as maintenance/
development/testing services.

Feat ures
- Patient appointment & SMS to patients.
- Doctor , Nurse , Front Desk and other staff logins
- Laboratory and Pharmacy modules
- OPD & IPD
- Integrated and Individual bills with configurable
Hospital Logo and Tax/Registration number
- Single Sign-on for different branches
- Online in-patient chart recordings viewable by
Doctors
- Hospital Inventory and Distribution supported

Contact us for information.
Our Product - HM SW edge
HMSWedge is a web-based hospital management
system . It can be installed at your hospital or clinic
or you can access our Cloud -based application on
the internet with a monthly payment. You can
access your patient information from anywhere as a
Doctor or You can access the billing information or
hospital activities as a hospital administrator. It
supports multiple branches for sharing medical
diagnosis notes, prescription, lab reports, and
bills/receipts.

OUR M ISSION

+91 9740848748
+260 97 8100319
Techwedge Software Solutions
Pvt.Ltd, #6, 4th Cross, 5th Main,
Hampi Nagar, Bangalore 560104
enquiry@techwedg.org

CUSTOMER
FIRST...COST NEXT

www.techwedge.com

Value Add

Technology

Innovative Solution and Add-ons

Scalable web-based solution

Competitive Market price

Collaborative Business Workflow

Cloud Hosted

Configurable Menus

Excellent Support and Customization

Anytime -Anywhere Access

HM S W EDGE

Seamless data transfer across departments

"One of the biggest
challenges to medicine is
the incorporation of
information technology
in our practices."
-Samuel Wison ,
American Public Servant

W hy choose us:

1

Doct ors and Nurses
-

2

IPD/OPD view
View/Edit vitals and diagnosis
history and discharge
View/Edit charts/prescription

Administ rat or
-

3

Dashboard and Billing Reports
Configure charges and fees
Consolidated invoice and
receipts

Lab and Pharmacy
-

4

IPharmacy itegrated to Doctor's
prescription
Record /View Lab results
Pharmacy /Dispensary
inter-transfers

Front Desk
-

Patient registration &
appointments with SMS
Manage billing , integrated
invoices and Insurance

-

Competitive Pricing
Flexi Requirements: We deliver what you
want by customizing our product
Flexi Menu: Configurable flow based on
your hospital's medical specialization
Integrated billing as well as separate
departmental bills
Smart Search : AI supported searches for
complaints and treatment
Data analytics support to analyse hospital
data and and treatments most sought
Fantastic support team. which is any
customer's pain point
Seamless multi- branche support

